Perry & Lexi’s Wish List

Shark Dive

$192.00 for couple

Travel offshore three to four miles to our cage moored in the beautiful cobalt blue water. The visibility is
so good (often 150 feet or more) that you can actually see the sharks come up from the deep. Our cage
can hold up to 8 people comfortably which allows small families to experience their shark dive together.

Sunset Cruise

$250.00 for couple

Welcome the rising of the sun above the Ko‘olau mountains, from the waters of Waialua Bay aboard the
Kama Hele Kai. Sun rays piercing the ocean surface like a prism of light releasing a rainbow of changing
colors. Be riveted by the manō, shark, as it greets the early morning in its natural habitat. Cruise the
coastline from Waialua to the point of Paumalū, most famously known as Sunset Beach

Old Lahaina Luau

$250.00 for couple

The Old Lahaina Luau takes pride in presenting an authentic Hawaiian Luau. Your evening with us
starts with a lei greeting presented by our friendly Luau hosts. Enjoy Island crafts and demonstrations,
such as our Imu unearthing of the Hawaiian underground oven, poi pounding and kapa making. Tropical
cocktails and beverages are included throughout the evening. Our bountiful buffet is where you will have
an opportunity to try traditional Hawaiian foods with a variety to satisfy everyone's palate. Culminating
your evening is our award-winning production of legendary music and hula that will take you on a
musical journey through the history of Hawaii and our people

Passport to Pearl Harbor

$144.00 for couple

Many visitors to Oahu plan at least a quick stop at Pearl Harbor, but for some, this historic site is the
main attraction. Pearl Harbor is one of the most important locations for those who want to learn about
Pacific military history. Not only was Hawaii changed forever when the US naval base was attacked in
1941; the entire nation felt the consequences of this major event. If you’re a history enthusiast who
doesn’t want to miss a thing during your visit to Hawaii, the Passport to Pearl Harbor is the right ticket
for you!

Lei greeting
$50.00 for
A fragrant lei greeting for both of you on arrival will instill a genuine aloha

couple

Champagne & Chocolate Covered Strawberries
$74.00 for couple
Romantic flair with these romantic treats Send a gift to make your friend or loved one’s stay
extra special.

